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Introduction: The InSight mission (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport) landed in western Elysium Planitia, Mars, at 4.502°N, 135.623°E on an Early Amazonian basaltic lava plain capped by ~3 m of impact-formed regolith derived from underlying bedrock [1-3]. The lander is in a degraded, ~400-700 Myr old, ~27 m-diameter, 0.3 m deep impact crater dubbed “Homestead hollow” [3-5] (Figs. 1a and 2). Prior evaluation of nearby craters in varying degradation states [5-6] indicates the hollow is 10-20% enlarged, was originally ~22-25 m-diameter, and had a 0.7 m high rim [5-6] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. a) Instrument Deployment Camera [IDC, 7-8] orthomosaic coverage of Homestead hollow. White gores are data gaps. Rock heights and shapes were measured in the hollow (green, 1,850 rocks), within ~1 meter of the NW hollow margin (yellow, 68 rocks), and on the NW exterior (red, 85 rocks.). Example mapped rocks: (b) interior; (c) margin; and (d) exterior. Locations of b-d shown in a. North to top.

Methods: We measured orthogonal dimensions of rocks >1 cm and >3 cm within 10 m of the lander from a panorama DEM and orthomosaic (Fig. 1) created from 283 stereo IDC images. Rock heights and three-dimensional shapes are used to assess the varying amount and number of processes degrading the hollow over time. Finally, we compare expected original ejecta thickness with exposed relief on exterior rocks whose bases remain partially embedded to understand how rock exposure may reflect deflation and hollow infilling.

Results: For rocks >1 cm, the statistical mean height from the exterior to the interior decreased from 6 cm (standard deviation or std 0.089), to 4 cm (std 0.079), to 1 cm (std 0.02). The height of rocks >3 cm decreases from 6 cm (std 0.089), to 4 cm (std 0.081), to 2 cm (std 0.033) from the exterior to the interior (Fig. 3a and b). For both >1 cm and >3 cm data sets, rock heights for the exterior, margin, and interior of the hollow are the shortest measured axis for 78%, 89-91%, and 97% of the rocks, respectively. The 10 tallest exterior rocks stand 23-30 cm in exposed relief (five largest are >28 cm in height), and 22% of the rocks are >10 cm tall. The 10 tallest margin rocks stand 4-33 cm in exposed relief (five largest are 25-34 cm in height), with 10% of the rocks >10 cm tall. The 10 tallest interior rocks stand 14-26 cm in exposed relief, but only 1-3% are >10 cm tall.

Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section through the original (A) and current (B) Homestead hollow. The cross-sections assume the hollow is a primary impact structure. The crater formed into a pre-existing regolith with few large rocks and abundant sand-sized fines [7, 9-10]. Aeolian deflation of most ejecta and downwind infilling of the crater accompanied by early mass-wasting caused the present muted expression.

The form factor [11] of InSight rocks in all areas appears more platy-to-bladed-to-elongate relative to basalt rocks at Lonar crater [12] and other terrestrial environments [13-14] (Fig. 4). A plot of rock shape based on various ratios of the axes [15-16] shows the InSight rocks appear more discoidal and bladed than terrestrial basalt rocks. Nevertheless, addition of 10 cm...
to rock heights outside the hollow to account for continued partially embedding in the originally ~40 cm-thick near-rim ejecta leads to a good match between the InSight and terrestrial rock shapes.

**Figure 3.** a) Average height of rocks >1 cm and b) >3 cm decreases from the exterior, to the margin, to the interior of Homestead hollow Bars are standard error.

**Discussion:** The rocks heights (Fig. 3) and shapes (Fig. 4) around and within Homestead hollow provide evidence regarding degradation over time that is consistent with processes inferred from prior studies [3-5]. Decreasing rock height from outside to within the hollow is consistent with greater exposure on the exterior due to deflation with subsequent downwind infilling of the hollow interior. Moreover, our observations, coupled with estimation of likely original ejecta properties and thickness, support deflation of 0.3 m from the ejecta at the current rim, up to 40 cm at the original rim, and decreasing amounts beyond the current rim. If 50% of the deflated sediment is transported into the hollow by prevailing winds (with the rest bypassing the hollow), the resultant contribution is close to the hollow largely disappear when 10 cm is added to rock heights to account for embedding of rock bases in the remnant ejecta (Fig. 4).

Finally, we interpret continued exposure of mostly embedded ejecta rocks capping the hollow fill as consistent with prior estimates of only 4-10 m/Myr degradation over the past 300-600 Myr history of the hollow [5-6]. Our results suggest a significant fraction of deflated sediments bypassed the hollow via prevailing winds and may contribute to nearby bedforms and (or) regolith/soil formation. Because Hesperian to Amazonian regolith-mantled volcanic surfaces are widespread on Mars [17], our approach is a new tool for understanding local degradation history on the planet [18].